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Master singer-storyteller John Michael Talbot’s concert meditations—heard and appreciated by
millions of concert-goers over the last half-century—are now available in this unique volume.
This collection of parables and stories reveals Talbot’s mystical, monastic heart and gives him
an opportunity to present the Christian faith in holy and ordinary language. As John Michael
Talbot’s music became more popular over the years, he began to immerse himself in the
teachings of the contemplatives, mystics, and monastic fathers and mothers of the Christian
tradition. In time he began to share some of that teaching with his audiences between songs
during concerts and during retreats, parish missions, and diocesan conventions. While on
stage, this Grammy-winning contemporary Christian music pioneer is known as much for his
stories between songs as he is for his playing and singing. Fans of Talbot—the founder and
spiritual father of an integrated monastic community—will savor his wise reflections on the
mystery of the Trinity, the intimate love of Jesus, the Sermon on the Mount as the heart of
Christian teaching, and the need to find what he calls our own “inner room” for prayer and
contemplation. Lessons from a Troubadour gathers this material into book form for the first
time. Talbot’s words open an important window into understanding the Catholic faith. Both
inspiring and practical, you’ll find ways to apply it to your daily life as well.
Will you be the last one to stand on the promises of God when all the odds are against you?
Will you be the last one to stand in obedience when everyone else has turned away? Will you
be bold enough to declare, “I AM REMNANT”? Throughout history God has used small,
powerful groups who have stayed true to Him to transform culture, government, and even the
spiritual climate of a nation. The Bible calls them remnants. Today God continues to set apart
men and women who will rise up, speak out, and lead. He is waiting for you. This is your
moment. Time is running out and your voice is needed to transform the world with a message
from the throne of God. Like Samuel, you must accept the mantle God has for you. Will you
accept the call?
Nathan takes readers inside his spiritual excursions as he experiments with the practices his
father described some thirty years ago, and explores the disciplines which his father has given
his life to teaching and modelling. Nathan tries them on, lives in them for a while, pushes
through in order to learn what to keep, and what to work at. By inviting readers to accompany
him on this journey of developing holy habits in the midst of everyday life — spouse, children,
day job, deadline pressures, the interruptions — Nathan’s intention is not to give a “dumbed
down” version of his dad’s work but rather to provide an interactive exploration of the
challenges, joys, successes, and failures of an honest person moving with intentionality toward
God. This volume helps the reader discover the freedom, pain, fun, and humour of learning to
move away from our selfishness, laugh at our failures, and fall in love with a beautiful God.
Welcome to the neighborhood of your dreams. Here you’ll find great friends. Help and
encouragement. Shared meals and resources. Family gatherings. These pages present a
parade of homes like you’ve never imagined . . . neighborhoods, farms, apartments, and
houses in which Christians are discovering the key to contentment in community. It’s nothing
new. Community was God’s idea in the garden. Sure, it was twisted by the fall, but the early
church’s example of healthy community is being re-experienced by many believers today.
Maybe you’re considering a move to an intentional community. Or maybe you want to develop
deeper friendships and commitment without going anywhere at all. Then read on. These
people can lead you to the next step, through engaging stories of brokenness, joyful surrender,
creative awakenings, and simple childlikeness. Enjoy this colorful tour of some of the most
alive and authentic communities in America today. This could be the most satisfying journey
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home that you have ever taken.
Walk of Faith is a true story about a young woman's walk with Jesus during a devastating time
in her life...through three near-death experiences, and encounters with Jesus as he teaches
her little lessons in life. In Walk of Faith she shares what her near-death experiences were
like...yes, there is life after death, and yes, you will meet Jesus! Walk of Faith is filled with
scriptural references...Walk of Faith has a chapter with poems about Jesus...and inside there is
even a chapter that shares a picture of what Jesus looks like! Walk of Faith is a unique book
with a unique testimony, a book to be remembered for years to come. The author wishes that
you will enjoy reading this book!
The life of St. Francis of Assisi was a paradigm of simplicity, humanity, and love. In today's
busy world, his practices have enormous appeal, described in this inspiring work by John
Michael Talbot, the founder of The Brothers and Sisters of Charity, a lay order based on the
Franciscan principles of simplicity and self-sufficiency. In The Lessons Of St. Francis, Talbot
and co-author Steve Rabey demonstrate the enduring significance of Franciscan wisdom.
Organized by topic, such as Simplicity, Humility, Compassion, Solitude, Service, and Prayer,
each chapter includes excerpts from the writings of St. Francis, as well as those of his
followers and biographers. Combining deep spiritual insights with the offer of a saner, less
chaotic way of living, The Lessons Of St. Francis offers wise advice on how to incorporate
these virtues into our own lives today.
People often imagine that the Church Fathers looked like their icons and smelled of incense,
heroic figures wrapped in fine liturgical vestments of silk and lace, engulfed in billows of smoke
from their golden censers. Yet, truth be told, even in their writings they resemble more the
tattered cloak of Jesus or the dusty sweat-soaked habits of the early Desert Fathers and
Mothers. Theirs is an utterly incarnational spirituality. It is heaven-sent, but it moves forward
with both feet on the ground of the earth. In this powerful work, John Michael Talbot tells the
story of how these men deeply influenced his spiritual, professional and personal life. Coming
to the Christian faith as a young man during the turbulent 1960s, he soon grew a fond of the
Church Fathers, including St. Ambrose, St. Jerome, St. Augustine and Gregory the Great and
found guidance, reassurance and wisdom on his path to Jesus. “The First Epistle of Saint
Peter,” writes Talbot, “tells us that we are ‘a spiritual temple built of living stones.’ The early
Church Fathers represent the first rows built upon the foundation of the Apostles. And that
sacred building project continues throughout history to our time today. But it rests on the
Fathers. It depends on them.”

Prayers and reflections that explore a new way of seeing through the darkness of crisis
and change, to find the God-light and discover healing and peace.
Every human heart is on a pilgrimage seeking a spiritual connection, a divine
encounter, or an epiphany that helps us make sense of it all. Walking the five-hundredmile pilgrimage of the Camino de Santiago with my sister, I found Santiago was not
only a destination but also a humble attitude of mind. Santiago is being open to God
and his grace in nature, in the struggles and challenges of our heart, in the surprises of
the path, and the encounters with other pilgrims. Each person's pilgrimage is an
unfinished story until we meet God face-to-face. Besides our ups and downs, it is the
story of God always trying to enter our lives and draw us more deeply into his life and
love. That is the pilgrimage I hope you discover in these pages and in your life. Buen
camino. Have a good journey!
The Lessons of Saint FrancisHow to Bring Simplicity and Spirituality into Your Daily
LifePenguin
In this new book by John Michael Talbot readers are invited to meditate on the twelve
simple words that lie at the heart of the Christian East. Complete with historical context
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and exercises for self-reflection, this book shows how a single prayer could sustain the
spiritual life of a civilization.
Explores ways to cultivate solitude, silence, and the peace of God, regardless of the
noisy and busy surroundings of modern life.
Here is the account of a soul in search of the Lord, in search of his call, a call which has
always been with him: a writer, a hermit in the midst of the city… a heart at rest in the
arms of Jesus and His Blessed Mother. By way of pilgrimage to Medugorje at the end
of a Holy Year, through a stay in a desert hermitage (where he must face the darkness
and drink it in), to the finding of joy in suffering – of new life in death with Christ – here
the journey is laid bare in mystical detail for the soul of any other on the way. “Greater
love has no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends.” Jn. 15:13
http://home.earthlink.net/~worksofjameskurt
Do you ever wonder, somewhere deep in your heart, if all those things the nuns or your
Sunday school teacher taught you are really true? Does doubt ever taunt you,
whispering in the silence, “I just don’t believe all that stuff anymore ...”? Do you hold
close the unspoken worry of what will really happen to you when you die? It is easy to
feel God in the flowers of spring, the solitude of a world blanketed in snow, or the
laughter of children at play. It is never hard to imagine the hand of our Creator in the
sunrise over the ocean, the majesty of the Rockies, or the billions of stars visible on a
clear night in the country. What of the dark times, though? Where is God when your
business fails, or you lose your job, or a loved one is injured in an accident or
diagnosed with cancer and dies? Is God there when you struggle to make ends meet,
when your child is hurt in a fall or, when you think yourself alone and abandoned?
When Jesus said, “With God all things are possible,” He meant it. We pray that by
sharing our ordinary lives, our extraordinary God will bless and encourage you.

What is Altars about? It is about sacrifice and suffering! It is about the refining fire
of God and the way He tempers us to be used as a tool in the Creators hand! It is
about waves of Gods grace and the true meaning of Glory! This book uses the
Authors real life experiences along with a goodly amount of scripture and
revelation from God, to show just how God uses the hardship of this life to draw
us into a deeper relationship with Himself, to understand how to become
malleable in the makers hand, and how through these hardships He molds us
into His image of His Son!
A highly successful Christian recording artist and renowned thinker in the
Catholic Church examines the rich tradition of meditation and contemplation
deeply embedded within the center of Christianity, providing strong exercises for
unleashing the spiritual, psychological, and physical health benefits of meditation.
Original.
The Encyclopedia of American Gospel Music is the first comprehensive reference
to cover this important American musical form. Coverage includes all aspects of
both African-American and white gospel from history and performers to recording
techniques and styles as well as the influence of gospel on different musical
genres and cultural trends.
Talbot applies the timeless words of St. Francis to our troubled times. In the
United States and across the world, we are experiencing polarization, anger, and
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violence. But God is still in control, and it is important to dig deep into our
Christian heritage in a way that speaks to all people. St. Francis is one of the
great saints who somehow reaches across all divides, touches hearts and souls,
and brings spiritual peace. Talbot explores Francis’s Admonitions: twenty-eight
teachings that are among the most beautiful and troubling of the saint’s writings.
Covering sacramental theology of the Eucharist, to communal issues of
consecrated life, to very private aspects of faith and devotion, these Admonitions
provide clear and radical road signs to the destination on our spiritual journey in
Christ.
John Michael Talbot's Reflections on St. Francis offers readers an accessible
entrance into the Rule and Testament of St. Francis of Assisi. Talbot's reflections
shed light on Francis as a saint, a founder, and a reformer. Drawing on his own
experience as the founder of The Brothers and Sisters of Charity at Little Portion
Hermitage, an integrated monastic community of celibates, singles, and families,
Talbot provides unique observations on how Francis's life and the Franciscan
tradition can be a source of inspiration for those of all states of life even today.
These meditations allow readers to contemplate the ways in which prayer,
community, and simplicity can be integrated into their own lives while also giving
readers Talbot's distinct interpretation of Francis's work.
By teaching young people to pray, you can open for them a way to communicate
on a deeply personal level with God, who is the source of all holiness. By inviting
them to explore different forms of personal prayer, you will encourage them to
expand their image of God and their expectations of prayer. By challenging them
to look at communal prayer, you will remind them that their role in building God's
Reign and as a part of the Body of Christ is important, unique, and valued. This
manual can help you give young people the tools to pray all ways, and always,
and enable them to build their relationship with God on a solid foundation.
In Sacred Song in America, Stephen A. Marini explores the full range of
American sacred music and demonstrates how the meanings and functions of
this musical expression can contribute to a greater understanding of religious
culture. Marini examines the role of sacred song across the United States, from
the musical traditions of Native Americans and the Hispanic peoples of the
Southwest, to the Sacred Harp singers of the rural South and the Jewish music
revival to the music of the Mormon, Catholic, and Black churches. Including
chapters on New Age and Neo-Pagan music, gospel music, and hymnals as well
as interviews with iconic composers of religious music, Sacred Song in America
pursues a historical, musicological, and theoretical inquiry into the complex roles
of ritual music in the public religious culture of contemporary America.
The author explains how to find new freedom by incorporating the teachings of the
Beatitudes into daily life
Biblical scholar and seasoned pilgrimage guide Stephen J. Binz offers an up-to-date
handbook for experiencing the sites of the Holy Land as a disciple of Jesus. Whether
contemplating future travel, on the road of pilgrimage, savoring memories of a past trip,
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or journeying in mind and heart from an armchair, readers will explore the nature of
pilgrimage and encounter the places of the Holy Land from a biblical, historical,
meditative, and prayerful perspective. This guide will enable Christians to walk in the
footsteps of Jesus, confident that their pilgrimage will be both an educational journey
and a transforming spiritual experience. Full-color illustrations throughout!
Finally! Fresh, easy-to-use, and customizable outlines for five brand-new themes help
you plan senior high retreats, whether you have a weekend, a day, or just hours.
Detailed descriptions for five gatherings are included: "Who Are You Waiting For?"--a
half-day retreat "Parents and Teens: Bridging the Gap," an half-day retreat "A
Pilgrimage Retreat," a one-day retreat "Call and Response," an overnight retreat "Jesus
Calls Us," a weekend retreat
The spirituality and lives of the desert fathers and mothers are often seen as the
beginning and end of Christian monastic life. Their stories and messages inspire not
only the most devout Christians but also the “nones” and the “dones.” In Desert
Dangers and Delights John Michael Talbot reflects on his experience as a spiritual
father and a popularizer of Catholic Christian spirituality through his music and
teaching. He uses his own stories, Scripture, and the stories and sayings of the desert
fathers and mothers to show a radically alternative way of living and thinking in Christ.
With questions for reflection at the end of each chapter, this book will aid all readers,
from experienced monastics to those just beginning a spiritual journey with Christ.
"The sessions in this manual challenge young people to study with purpose, to read
and proclaim the word with faith, and to live that word every moment"--P. [4] of cover.
Many people today are looking for opportunities to bring the spiritual into their everyday
lives in non-traditional ways. Their days are so busy they can't imagine how they can fit
in time to kneel or sit in prayer on a regular basis. As a result, they fly from one activity
to the next at breakneck speed, always looking forward to some nonexistent time in the
future when things will slow down long enough to allow them to breathe, center
themselves, and pray. Everyday Divine: A Catholic Guide to Active Spirituality helps
busy readers explore different ways to achieve a place of stillness and peace while
remaining very much in the world. In fact, the day-to-day activities of life become the
pathway to prayer-even the prayer itself. Drawing on Catholic tradition, from the Desert
Fathers and Mothers to ancient monastics to modern-day saints and sages, Everyday
Divine looks at how we can adapt these ancient practices for modern times, quoting
holy men and women on various methods and offering practical instructions and
suggestions to help people put them into practice. Readers learn how to find spiritual
peace while immersed in everyday activities, such as: - Housework and chores Workouts and exercise - Cooking, eating, and fasting - Listening to music - Traveling
and making pilgrimages - Living among the noise of daily life The book also includes
personal stories from the author and others, and will weave in practices from specific
spiritualities-such as Franciscan, Benedictine, and Trappist-to show how these
practices fit into the bigger Catholic picture.
Here is an unflinching look at the lives and sacrifices of those first Christians who were
given the task of spreading the Gospel to the ends of the earth. Relying on the ancient
documents, as well as latest archeological findings and scientific research, acclaimed
author Mike Aquilina takes you on a journey through the Apostolic Age, bringing to life
the ancient streets and crowded marketplaces through which Mary and the Apostles
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journeyed as they built a Church that lasts even to our day. You'll also discover the
beliefs of the early Christians, what they taught about the Eucharist and the Divinity of
Christ, how their Church services resembles today's Mass, and how Rome became the
spiritual center for Christianity. Read these pages, and you'll come to see that despite
the best efforts of their enemies, the blood of the Apostles did not snuff out the Faith but
brought forth great saints whose holy deeds and brave examples gave the besieged
Church a vigor that lasts even to today. The Apostles and Their Times will give you
confidence that the Church is indeed Christ acting in the world, and that no matter how
ruthless her opponents, she will endure to the end of time.

What do spiritual gifts have to do with our daily lives? Spiritual gifts are more than
just ancient wisdom to be studied. They are practical components of our
everyday lives. Famed songwriter and musician John Michael Talbot—an early
proponent of the unified Charismatic and Catholic movement --weaves together
prayer, biblical teaching, songs, and contemplative thought to examine the gifts
of the Holy Spirit. Chapters focus on: Speaking in tongues and its interpretation
Healing and the divine power of the body, soul, and spirit Prophecy and being
empowered to show God’s truth Miracles and other supernatural interventions
Discernment and the types of spirits Written in a personal, compelling tone,
Exploring the Gifts of the Spirit presents ancient wisdom with an accessible,
down-to-earth, practical approach. Talbot skillfully introduces readers to wisdom
from varied saints and Church leaders, biblical studies, theology, and church
history, helping believers moor their spiritual experience to God’s truth.
The Spiritual Road: Helping Others Grow Spiritually There is a process of
spiritual growth. Do you know what it is? Can you guide others along its path?
The Spiritual Road: Helping Others Grow Spiritually overviews this process with a
step by step approach using nearly sixty real-life vignettes, clarifying charts, over
250 documented scripture citations, supportive Christian music from fifth through
the twenty-first centuries as well as referencing important spiritual authors. Dr.
Haynes writes for all Christian helpers including Bible study and church leaders
as well as pastors, spiritual directors and small group facilitators. In addition to
encouragement and increased understanding of spiritual growth, spiritual helpers
will also receive a toolbox to assist with the on-the-road spiritual difficulties
including types of prayer, effective forgiveness, dealing with pain, spiritual Dark
Nights, subversive words and demons from the unconscious. Those familiar with
psycho-social and faith developmental theories will appreciate, Dr. Haynes'
comparisons with the process of personal spiritual growth. Endnotes and a
bibliography as well as general and scriptural indexes round out this extensive
work. The book's overall purpose is to assist Christians to grow in their personal
relationship with God and in mature Christ-likeness in order to affect the
Community of God in the world. Richard A. Haynes is an ordained minister of the
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), receiving his Doctor of Minister degree,
with distinction, from Northern Baptist Theological Seminary in Lombard, Illinois
in spirituality and small groups. Dr. Haynes has served as a spiritual director for
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over twenty-five years, was founder and executive director of Paraclete Retreat
Center, Inc. for eighteen years and retired after twenty-nine years in pastoral
ministry. In retirement, he continues to provide spiritual guidance in person and
through Skype (rahaynes201@aol.com). He and his wife, Patricia, live in southcentral Indiana and have one married adult son.
What’s wrong with Christianity? Why does it so often seem like the church is
working against good in the world instead of helping it? What if we got the facts
right but the story wrong? What If Christians Grew Up? takes the beliefs most
common in mainstream Christianity and puts them under the lens of building a
dynamic relationship with God, a relationship in which we began as infants, but
through which we grow to be the heirs of God. This book was written to equip
Christians who are passionate about social justice and effective engagement in
the world around us to express their beliefs in a world where the Bible is so often
used to justify ignorance and persecution.
Two years before he fell in love with another woman and decided to leave his
wife, Stephen Laucik began keeping a private spiritual journal, "listening" to his
daily life as a form of prayer. Darkness & Dreams, a highly condensed edition of
that journal, is the result. It chronicles Laucik’s agonizing process of ending a
long, dysfunctional relationship and coming to terms with his decision before
God. It is an intensely personal narrative of a universal theme: the death and
resurrection of love. For readers facing similar circumstances, the story pays off
both psychologically and spiritually. On one level, it validates every emotion men
and women normally experience at the ending of one love story and the
beginning of another. More important, however, it simply and eloquently testifies
to the dogged persistence of that Divine Lover who never leaves, even in our
darkest hours. Ultimately, Darkness & Dreams holds up a mirror in which readers
can see themselves, their intimate relationships, and their own spiritual journeys
with greater clarity and compassion.
As youth grow in faith, they learn to pray always and to pray in all ways.Ministry
Resources for Prayer and Worshipis designed for those who work with and walk
with youth in this journey of discipleship.The manual includes three sessions for
teaching youth to pray and practice praying in different forms. The manual
includes eleven communal prayer services that can be used on a variety of
occasions throughout the year. Also contained in the manual are strategies and
resources for helping youth communities develop patterns of prayer and for
including youth in preparing prayers and liturgies. Each manual in the Total Youth
Ministry series includes a CD containing its electronic version, customizable
handouts, and theme-related links. CD System Requirements Intel® Pentium II®
processor Microsoft® Windows 98 Second Edition, Windows Millennium Edition,
Windows NT® 4.0 with Service Pack 6, Windows 2000 with Service Pack 2,
Windows XP Professional or Home Edition, Windows XP Tablet PC Edition
64MB of RAM (128 MB recommended) 800 x 600 or higher screen resolution
Adobe Reader 6.0 60MB of available hard-disk space (for installation of Adobe
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Reader 6.0) Multi-read CD-ROM drive Internet Explorer 5.01 or 5.5 or Explorer
6.0 or 6.1
"A how-to book for teaching Scripture that is paced with hundreds of exciting
classroom ideas. It gets children "doing". From dramatization to creating scriptual
art, from playing Bible games to motions in response to Scripture, from choral
readings to scriptural prayer, all the activities described here are easy to carry
out, involve the whole child, and nurture creativity as well as love for
Scripture."--Back cover.
This Little White Book is meant to help you enjoy six minutes a day in prayer
during these next 50 days of the Easter season. The key is the right-hand page.
On that page each day (except Sundays) we’ll walk through the Sunday Gospels
of Cycle C (this year’s liturgical cycle).
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